Support Student Mobility With Transfer Articulation

Parchment Transfer Articulation — part of the Parchment Pathways suite of Student Mobility products — enables systems, consortia, and institutions to manage course equivalencies more efficiently, automate articulation workflows, and increase transparency to help students see if, and how, the courses they take will count toward their degree.

Learn how Parchment Transfer Articulation can help your institution:

Streamline Articulation Management  Increase Transparency for Students  Improve the Transfer Experience

Learn more about how Parchment Transfer Articulation can help you prevent credit loss and improve transfer success.

Visit Website
Interested in Transfer? Check Out These Great Resources.

On-Demand Webinar
Solving Transfer Challenges

Hear first-hand perspectives from a diverse panel of higher-ed leaders in Maryland as they discuss how dozens of institutions across the state are collaborating to increase transparency, reduce credit loss, and improve transfer success.

Watch Webinar

Parchment Blog
Simplifying the Transfer Process
Fixing the transfer process is a complex issue. Technology solutions that support better transparency into articulation data can help.
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